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AVIATION SETS, KITS, & OUTFITS

KipperTool® Aviation Kits are built using Industrial Aviation Grade Tools.

These kits are listed in FEDLOG as a substitute for the Line Item Number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Kipper Part #</th>
<th>LIN</th>
<th>Old NSN</th>
<th>New (KTC) NSN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Mechanic’s Tool Kit</td>
<td>P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B01-GSA</td>
<td>W30949</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-375-6925</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-587-8129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airframe Tool Kit</td>
<td>P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B02-GSA</td>
<td>W30675</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-376-0436</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-587-8127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Repairman Tool Kit</td>
<td>P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B06-GSA</td>
<td>W36703</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-375-6926</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-587-8128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic Repairman Tool Kit</td>
<td>P/N: KIT PEOAVN-A03-GSA</td>
<td>W43279</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-00-323-4891</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-587-8134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Inspection Tool Kit</td>
<td>P/N: KIT PEOAVN-A09-GSA</td>
<td>W30812</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-00-323-5114</td>
<td>NSN: 5180-01-587-8152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to the unavailability of NATS cases and foam the following items are available from Kipper Tool Company through GSA and the Army Supply System as an authorized replacement.

**Aircraft Maintenance, General Mechanic**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper GMTK Foam WHT PEOAVN-B01-RSF

**Aircraft Maintenance, Airframe Repairer**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper Foam WHT PEOAVN-B02-RSF

**Aircraft Maintenance, Electrical Repairer**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper Foam WHT PEOAVN-B06-RSF

**Aircraft Maintenance, Powerplant Repairer**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper Foam WHT PEOAVN-B07-RSF

**Aircraft Maintenance, Powertrain Repairer**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper Foam WHT PEOAVN-B13-RSF

**Aircraft Maintenance, Hydraulic Repairer**
- Kipper Tool Box (empty no foam) NSN 5140-01-474-5389
- Kipper Foam WHT PEOAVN-A03-RSF

**Aviation Foot Locker** (w/wheels & telescoping handle)
- Replacement (Hardigg) Case with Foam WHT PEOAVN-B90-RSCF

**Technical Inspector Tool Kit**
- Replacement (Storm) Case with Foam WHT PEOAVN-A09-RSCF
AVIATION GENERAL MECHANIC’S TOOL KIT

KipperTool® Aviation General Mechanic’s Tool Kit is a Soldier portable tool kit with the tools required to perform the specialty functions of a General Aircraft Mechanic for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the aircraft. This kit is designed with aerospace grade tools. Engineered with foam and Tool Locator Guide for rapid inventory.

- Approved by Boeing & U.S. Army for Foreign Military Sales
- Engineered to Update
- LIN: W30949
- New State of the Art Design
- Old NSN 5180-00-375-6925 & 5180-00-323-4692

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B01-GSA
NSN 5180-01-587-8129

AIRFRAME REPAIRER TOOL KIT

KipperTool® Airframe Repairer Tool Kit is designed with aerospace grade tools. Engineered with foam and Tool Locator Guide for rapid inventory. This SKO provides the necessary components for the aircraft structural repairer, MOS 68G to perform structural repair tasks from organizational through depot maintenance levels.

- Approved Fit, Form & Function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to Meet or Exceed
- LIN: W30675
- SC5180-99-CL-B02
- State of the Art System
- Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
- Old NSN 5180-01-376-0436 & 5180-00-323-4876

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B02-GSA
NSN: 5180-01-587-8127
ELECTRICAL REPAIRER TOOL KIT

KipperTool® Electrical Repairer Tool Kit is a soldier portable tool kit with tools required to perform the specialty functions of an Aircraft Electrical Repairman for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the aircraft.

- Approved Fit, Form & Function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to Meet or Exceed
- LIN: W36703
- SC5180-99-B06
- State of the Art System
- Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
- Old NSN 5180-00-376-0436 & 5180-01-375-6926

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B06-GSA
NSN: 5180-01-587-8128

POWER PLANT TOOL KIT

KipperTool® Power Plant Tool Kit is a soldier portable tool kit with tools required to perform the specialty functions of an Aircraft Power Plant Repairman for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the aircraft.

- Approved Fit, Form & Function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to Meet or Exceed
- LIN: W38073
- SC5180-99-B07
- State of the Art System
- Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
- Old NSN 5180-01-375-6927 & 5180-00-323-4944

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B07-GSA
NSN: 5180-01-587-8136
**POWERTRAIN TOOL KIT**

KipperTool® Powertrain Tool Kit is a soldier portable tool kit with tools required to perform the specialty functions of an Aircraft Powertrain Repairman for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the aircraft.

- Approved Fit, Form & Function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to Meet or Exceed:
  - LIN: W49283
  - SC5180-99-CL-B13
  - State of the Art System
  - Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
  - Old NSN 5180-01-375-6928 & 5180-00-003-5267

**P/N:** KIT PEOAVN-B13-GSA  
**NSN:** 5180-01-587-8171

**HYDRAULIC REPAIRER TOOL KIT**

Soldier portable tool kit with tools required to perform the specialty functions of an Aircraft Hydraulic Repairman for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the aircraft.

- Approved fit, form, & function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to meet or exceed:
  - LIN W43279
  - SC5180-99-A03
  - State of the Art System
  - Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
  - Old NSN 5180-00-323-4891

**P/N:** KIT PEOAVN-A03-GSA  
**NSN:** 5180-01-587-8134

**TECHNICAL INSPECTOR TOOL KIT**

This SKO provides the necessary components for the aircraft structural repairer, US Army MOS 68G to perform structural repair tasks from organizational through depot maintenance levels.

- Approved fit, form, & function by Boeing & U.S. Army
- Engineered to meet or exceed:
  - LIN W30812
  - SC5180-99-A09
  - State of the Art System
  - Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
  - Old NSN 5180-00-323-5114

**P/N:** KIT PEOAVN-A09-GSA  
**NSN:** 5180-01-587-8152
AVUM FOOTLOCKER TOOL KIT

KipperTool® AVUM Footlocker Tool Kit is a Soldier portable AFL tool kit to support preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on aircraft at the AVUM level.

○ Engineered to Meet or Exceed
○ LIN: T65997
○ SC4920-99-B90
○ State of the Art System
○ Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
○ Old NSN 4920-01-377-5412

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-B90-GSA
NSN: 5180-01-587-7981
GENERAL AVIATION MASTER TOOL KIT

KIT GAMTK- 252 piece, 50” 10 drawer Stanley Proto Master Aviation tool system, for everyday routine maintenance. This set includes ¼, 3/8, and 1/2 drive sockets, assorted crowfeet, torque adapters, drills, pliers, torque wrenches, full assortment of wrenches, and screwdrivers in rapid inventory foam with p/n etching in each tool location for ease of identification.

- Tool From Stanley Proto
- 50” Roll-around Tool Chest
- 279 piece master aviation maintenance set
- Foamed drawers for rapid inventory & easy storage
- Foreign Object Debris (FOD) prevention

P/N: KIT GAMTK-RD
NSN: 5180-01-587-8013

Laser Etching, RFID, and 2D Matrix Barcode Tool Tracking Systems Available
AH-64/UH-60 Phase Maintenance Cart

AH-64/UH-60 Phase Maintenance Cart
(66" Double Bank Roll-Around Tool Chest)

The PTMC allows for the removal and installation of aircraft subsystem assemblies such as engines, rotors, gearboxes, transmissions, mechanical flight controls and their components, services and lubrications on aircraft and subsystems, aircraft inspections and maintenance checks, scheduled inspections and assists in performing special inspections, limited maintenance operational checks and assists in diagnosing and troubleshooting aircraft subsystems using special tools and equipment.

P/N: KIT PTMC
NSN: 5180-01-587-7975
GRAY EAGLE INDIVIDUAL TOOL KIT

Individual soldier portable tool kit for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the Grey Eagle aircraft.

- Approved fit, form, & function by General Atomics & U.S. Army PM UAS
- Engineered to meet or exceed: LIN Z011549
- State of the Art System
- Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
- Aerospace tools

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-UAV01-R3
NSN: 5180-01-569-6514

GRAY EAGLE TEAM TOOL KIT

Soldier portable AFL tool kit for daily support of preventative maintenance, servicing and checks on the Grey Eagle aircraft.

15J ERMP Team Tool Kit

- Approved fit, form, & function by General Atomics & U.S. Army PM UAS
- Engineered to Meet or Exceed LIN: Z01155
- State of the Art System
- Router Cut Foam for Rapid Inventory
- Aerospace tools

P/N: KIT PEOAVN-UAV02-R3
NSN: 5180-01-569-6517